Audio Book Thought Sheet for a Fiction Book

Name ________________________________ Date ____________________

Learning Objective or Standard ____________________________________________

Book Title ____________________________ Topic ____________________________

My favorite character is ...

My favorite character makes me think of ...
New Vocabulary Words I Heard

Write the new words even if you're not sure of the spelling — you can always work on that later!

Word

“Expert” Definitions
Talk to people who know and can explain the meaning of the word as it is used in the text. Write down these “expert” definitions and the name of each “expert”.

My Connections
Draw picture and/or write words to help remember what this word means.

Word

“Expert” Definitions
Talk to people who know and can explain the meaning of the word as it is used in the text. Write down these “expert” definitions and the name of each “expert”.

My Connections
Draw picture and/or write words to help remember what this word means.
Audio Book Thought Sheet for a Non-Fiction Book

Name ___________________________________________ Date ____________________

Learning Objective or Standard ____________________________________________

Book Title ______________________________________ Topic __________________

I can picture MYSELF doing some of the things in this book!

Some of these things are:
New Vocabulary Words I Heard

Write the new words even if you’re not sure of the spelling — you can always work on that later!

Word

“Expert” Definitions
Talk to people who know and can explain the meaning of the word as it is used in the text. Write down these “expert” definitions and the name of each “expert”.

My Connections
Draw picture and/or write words to help remember what this word means.

Word

“Expert” Definitions
Talk to people who know and can explain the meaning of the word as it is used in the text. Write down these “expert” definitions and the name of each “expert”.

My Connections
Draw picture and/or write words to help remember what this word means.